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Sea voyage to the Avacha bay, 4-5 hrs
We welcome you to take part in a sea voyage in one of the biggest and the most beautiful bays in the world. A boat passes by
Ozernovskaya bay and by the hill Nikolskaya, from where you can see a great view of the historical part of the town. Then the
boat goes to the rocks «Three Brothers», which are a hallmark of Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky. Our guide will tell you the history of
our peninsula, its habitants and will also tell you the local legend about «Three Brothers». Then the boat goes to the bay
«Tihaya» where you will be able to float by the small boats into the grottos, to fish, and to try a salmon soup.
Period of the tour: may - september
Kind of tour: boat voyage
Duration: 4-5 hrs
Number of people in group: 12-16
Time of the meeting: 09:45 or 15:45
Place of the meeting: specify in a day prior to the beginning of the tour
The route: Grandmother’s stone island – cape Stanitskogo – the rocks «Three Brothers» – the Tihaya bay
Time
10:00

Program
- meeting of a group
Boarding.
Route to Grandmother’s stone island, to cape Stanitskogo, to the rocks «Three Brothers», to «Devil’s finger», to the
peninsula Zavoyko, and so on. Observation of sea mammals and bird rookeries. Floating by boats into the rocky grottos in the
Tihaya bay, fishing.
Lunch.
Return to the port. The end of the voyage.

The price includes:
- rent of a yacht
- meals on route
- cook service
- spinning
- assurance
- floating by boats into the grottos
Recommendations:
- wind and wet protective jackets, gloves, headdresses
- photo and/or video camera
- sunglasses
- a security measure from solar burns
Take with you: pasport, dromina (motion sickness pills)!

We wish you a delightful vacation and unforgettable experience!

